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1. Development of awareness campaign materials
Following the guidelines expounded on the document “WAMDIA DISSEMINATION STRATEGY AND
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN”, WAMDIA team developed several resources to deploy the campaign. Material and
resources for awareness campaign were the following:

1.1 Dissemination channels
WAMDIA has an active account in the most relevant and suitable social media (Facebook, Twitter and
Youtube) as well as a web page. Those accounts serve as communication channels with our stakeholders and
for disseminating our deliverables. This is a list with links to WAMDIA’s social media account and web.





Facebook page: @WAMDIA
Twitter account: @WAMDIA_Project
Youtube channel: WAMDIA Project
Web page: https://wamdia.eu/en/

1.2 Multimedia resources
In order to increase the impact achieved and the engagement of our stakeholders and target groups,
WAMDIA has developed a series of videos. This is a clear, attractive and effective way to communicate the
main ideas on the project and on digital accessibility. Those videos are hosted in WAMDIA Project YouTube
channel and each one is associated with a shortened link, using bit.ly, to facilitate dissemination and
monitoring in the rest of the project communication channels. Below, there is a list with videos.











5 Myths in Digital Accessibility
5 Mitos en la Accesibilidad Digital
WAMDIA Europe
WAMDIA Europa
Digitally Accessible Europe. EU Directive 2016/2102 for ICT users
Por una Europa digitalmente accesible. Directiva EU 2016/2102
Invitation to attend WAMDIA Course on creation of digitally accessible files.
Invitación al curso WAMDIA de creación de ficheros digitales accesibles
Web accessibility perspectives English with subtitles in Spanish
¿Qué pasa cuando un documento no es accesible?
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2. Use of awareness campaign materials
As result of the use and exploitation of the different resources developed for WAMDIA’s awareness
campaign, digital accessibility and people with special needs have increased their visibility. Now more
people are aware of the situation of digital accessibility in the European Union. The following sections
present the results achieved through WAMDIA’s social media profiles and web site.

2.1 Facebook
WAMDIA Facebook page, by the end of the project, has published 123 posts and has reached 281 followers.
The social network offers statistics with historical data of your profile. The most relevant data for the project
goals and measure the impact is Facebook reach out. This is the number of unique people who saw the
published content.
Number of posts

Number of followers

Total Reach out

123

281

12.055

Table 1. Results of WAMDIA campaign in Facebook

2.2 Twitter
In WAMDIA Twitter account, by the end of the project, has published a total of 74 tweets and reached the
number of 29 followers during the project duration. One of the options offered by Twitter to monitor
account’s activity is Twitter Statistics. From the data set offered the most suitable ones to monitor WAMDIA’s
goals is “Impressions”, which refers to the total times a tweet has been seen. The results are detailed in the
table below:
Number of Tweets

Number of followers

Impressions

74

29

22.158

Table 2. Results of WAMDIA campaign in Twitter

As seen in the graph below, the number of impressions achieved grew as the project progresses, reaching
the highest point during pilot courses and multiplier events.
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Graph 1. Evolution of Twitter impressions

As seen in the graph below, the number of impressions achieved grew as the project progresses, reaching
the highest point during pilot courses and multiplier events.

2.3 YouTube
YouTube offers the tool YouTube Analytics to monitor the performance of channels and videos with up-todate metrics and reports. WAMDIA has achieved 46 subscribers to the channel, 907 views and a total of
1384,51 watch time minutes, this means an average of 1,53 minutes per view. In the table below, numbers
are detailed per video.

Video title
5 Myths in Digital Accessibility - Release
5 mitos en la accesibilidad digital
5 mitos en la accesibilidad digital Pre-release
5 Myths in Digital Accessibility Pre-release
Digitally Accessible Europe. EU Directive 2016/2102 for
ICT users
Perspectivas de la accesibilidad web. 10 aspectos para
todos
Por una Europa digitalmente accesible. Directiva EU
2016/2102
Invitación al curso WAMDIA de creación de ficheros
digitalmente accesibles
5 Myths in Digital Accessibility
Invitation to attend the WAMDIA Course on creation of
digitally accessible files
¿Qué pasa cuando un documento no es accesible? El
proyecto WAMDIA responde

Watch Time
Minutes
399,4232
231,2105
202,759
71,3083
139,6952

Views Subscribers
353
216
99
77
35

7
1
1
4
0

82,327

29

0

21,3122

28

0

13,7487

22

0

205,3947
6,6423

15
10

0
0

4,9376

7

0
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Video title

Watch Time
Minutes
0,3876
1,2993
1384,51

WAMDIAEuropaEspañol
WAMDIAEuropeEnglish
TOTAL

Views Subscribers
4
3
907

0
0
46

Table 3. Results of WAMDIA campaign in YouTube

2.4 Web site
Intellectual Outputs of the different stages, information about multiplier events and other resources have
been published in the project webpage. WAMDIA project web site has been parametrized using Google
analytics, showing that there have been 1.995 visitors and a total of 7.829 visits through the project duration.
As shown in graph 2, WAMDIA has been able to hold the 14,60% of its users.

WAMDIA web page visitors

14,60%

85,40%

New visitor

Returning visitor

Graph 2. Visitor categories in WAMDIA webpage

2.5 URL shortener
The dissemination of multimedia resources was done associating each resource to a shortened URL using
bit.ly, so that every click in the link is monitored. Besides those resources, other elements such as forms,
surveys or project pages in partner’s websites. Monitoring has been done using Bit.ly statistics, with the
results resumed in the following table:
Monitored resource

Number of clicks

UAH WAMDIA Multiplier Event – WAMDIA

29

Video: WAMDIA Europe English

5

Video: WAMDIA Europa Español

3
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Monitored resource

Number of clicks

WAMDIA Pilots application

223

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines WCAG 2.1

168

Video: Invitación al curso WAMDIA de creación de ficheros
digitalmente accesibles

8

Video: Invitation to attend the WAMDIA course on creation of
digitally accessible files

0

YouTube WAMDIA Project

80

Video: 5 mitos en la accesibilidad digital

54

Video: 5 myths in Digital Accessibility

246

Survey WAMDIA A2

984

WAMDIA webpage in uah.es

86

WAMDIA course application Italian

26

WAMDIA course application Hungary

18

Video: 5 myths located in OneDrive

167

Video: Invitation to WAMDIA course located in OneDrive

146

TOTAL

2.243

Table 4. Results of WAMDIA campaign with URL shorteners

2.6 Results summary
In the following table, there is a summary of all the results achieved in every activity of the campaign as well
as the minimum goals fixed in the Intellectual Output 2/A2 Design of the awareness campaign.

Description of
Activity

Source of
verification

Indicators

Results achieved

Press release

Project report

3 press releases

3 press releases

Newsletter

Project report

4 newsletters

4 newsletters

Project brochure

Project report
(signature list)

200 to be distributed in
Multiplier events

248 distributions

Multiplier events

Project report
(signature list)

200 local participants

248 participants

Project website

Google analytics

1.000 visitors

1.995 visitors

5.000 people expected to
view postings

7.829 visits
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Description of
Activity

Source of
verification

Indicators

Results achieved

Social Media.
YouTube

YouTube
analytics

500 views

907 views

500 watch time minutes

1.384,51 watch time
minutes

20 subscribers

46 subscribers

200 followers

281 followers

100 posts among
partners

123 posts

5.000 people seeing posts
(Reach out)

12.055 people
reached out

20 followers

29 followers

50 tweets among
partners

74 tweets

5.000 impressions

22.158 impressions

1.000 clicks in links

2.243 clicks

Social Media.
Facebook

Social Media.
Twitter

URL shortener

Facebook
Statistics

Twitter Statistics

Bit.ly statistics

Table 5. Dissemination campaign summary results
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Partner organizations’ logos
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Annex. Dissemination in other channels
As part of the dissemination strategy and awareness campaign WAMDIA has participated in V Awards
of Promotion and Scientific Dissemination of the Universidad de Alcalá. Because of this, the department
of Institutional Marketing and Digital Communication has published information on the project, and
specifically on WAMDIA’s YouTube channel, in UAH’s official social networks.
This are the links where it has been published:


Facebook: http://ow.ly/VLPp50x1pkQ



Twitter: https://twitter.com/UAHes/status/1187730933396525060
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